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Dark Waves
 

A Psychological Thriller Based on a True Story
 

by Eric Wewerinke

Description
To his enormous delight Tim is asked to help sail a yacht from
the Netherlands to Greece. For the skipper, a millionaire
called Robert, Tim’s negligible sailing experience doesn't
appear to present any problem at all. Once aboard, Robert
keeps Tim and his friend Julia entertained with the most
captivating stories.
 
However, as the journey progresses, Robert starts to act
rather strangely. Little by little Tim begins to realize that
Robert is not quite the man he appears to be to the outside
world.  Could it be Tim’s imagination running riot after weeks
at sea, or might he actually be dealing with a psychopath?
 
Black Waves is a thriller that gets right under your skin. A
story about trust in human goodness, but also about people
who present themselves differently to how they really are
deep inside.

'Lifelike, compelling, suffocating' 
                              Prof. Hjalmar van Marle (Holland's most renowned Forensic
                              Psychiatrist)

'A wonderful book which you can't stop reading' 
                              The National Bookpaper

 'A pageturner'
                              Wereldgenieten.com

 'An impressive story'
                             Readabook.nl

 

The Author
Eric Wewerinke
 (1973) studied at the
University of 
Groningen when he
accepted the invitation
to join a sailing trip
from Holland to
Greece which his book Dark Waves is
based on. After working and living in
Japan, Macau and  Malaysia he moved
back to the Netherlands. Currently  he
combines his work in marketing with
writing. After the success of his
bestselling debut Dark Waves, he is
now working on his next psychological
thriller. Eric now lives in Amsterdam &
Istanbul, and speaks 6 languages,
amongst others Turkish and Japanese.
Eric is available for (international) book
promotions and is open to help with
local marketing campaigns.
https://www.ericwewerinke.com/
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Full synposis
To his great fortune, Tim is asked by Julia to sail a yacht from
the Netherlands to Corfu. The skipper, millionaire Robert,
doesn't mind Tim's lack of sailing experience at all.
Once on board, an adventurous journey follows. The first night
on the way to England Robert lets inexperienced Tim to do the
night shift alone, which leads to a near collision with a cargo
ship. In the UK, Tim discovers that Roberts best, long-time local
friend is an incest offender, bringing Tim some doubts how
Robert can be friends with a person like that. When they continue their voyage, Tim hears more of
Robert's most fantastic stories. In the Gulf of Biscay, the most dangerous sea of the world, Robert
leaves Tim and Julia to their fate and goes to bed during a life-threatening storm which they barely
know how to survive.
Off the coast of Portugal, amidst thousands of dolphins they swim with whales and make a deep
connection with them. A huge uplifting experience for Tim, and a reason to stay on the boat in a
hunt for more of those experiences, despite some of the weird stuff going on onboard.
However, still after that, due to Robert willingness to take risks, they run aground off the
Portuguese south coast and manage to be rescued just in time before they get shipwrecked.
Tim more and more realizes that Robert does not seem not be the man he had presented himself.
Also Julia's role becomes more and more unclear. Did she know Robert before the trip? Are they
both using Tim? Or is Tim's imagination running away with him after all those many weeks at sea?
Close to Ibiza, Robert is clearly showing his affection to Julia, making Tim an outsider. Although
Robert is not leaving Tim & Julia any moment alone, they manage to get some time together and
Tim finds out that Julia has never shown any interest in Robert, and her loyalty lies with Tim and
not Robert.
After a dinner in Sicily with a local family where Robert is forcing Tim to lie and make him part in an
attempt to swindle the hosting family, Tim is done with adapting himself to Robert and cannot be
friendly anymore.
A couple of days after that, Robert sails off in the middle of the Mediterranean while Julia and Tim
are alone in the water surrounded by many transparent sea snakes. It’s then that Tim realises that
they have let things go too far. When Robert unexpectedly picks them up again, it is clear to Tim
that he and Julia must end the sailing trip before it becomes fatal to them. By means of a ruse he
and Julia manage to persuade Robert in Sicily to let them to return to the Netherlands early. There
they find out the truth about Robert, which is worse than they could have ever imagined.
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